We propose a new means of executing a genetic program which improves its output quality. Our approach, called Multiple Regression Genetic Programming (MRGP) decouples and linearly combines a program's subexpressions via multiple regression on the target variable. The regression yields an alternate output: the prediction of the resulting multiple regression model. It is this output, over many fitness cases, that we assess for fitness, rather than the program's execution output. MRGP can be used to improve the fitness of a final evolved solution. On our experimental suite, MRGP consistently generated solutions fitter than the result of competent GP or multiple regression. When integrated into GP, inline MRGP, on the basis of equivalent computational budget, outperforms competent GP while also besting post-run MRGP. Thus MRGP's output method is shown to be superior to the output of program execution and it represents a practical, cost neutral, improvement to GP.
INTRODUCTION
In principle Genetic Programming (GP), given enough time, should be capable of simultaneously identifying and combining useful program subexpressions to yield an overall program that maximizes fitness. In reality, our existing GP algorithm designs often fall short of this capability. While there has been prior work on building block identification, promotion and aggregation, in this contribution we take a new tact toward fitness maximization. We decouple program subexpressions and combine them linearly via regression on the target variable. Our regression yields an alternate output for a GP program: the prediction of the resulting multiple regression model. It is this output, over many fitness cases, that we assess for fitness, rather than the program's execution output. We call our approach Multiple Regression Genetic Programming (MRGP) because it hybridizes GP with multiple regression.
In GP's current paradigm, selection pressure is not explicitly on a program's subexpressions but is instead on the entire program. Because a program's final output determines its fitness, not the intermediate outputs of its subexpressions, expressions are only optimized indirectly. This may lead to suboptimal fitness maximization because an explicit focus on the evolution of good building blocks is missing. We posit that it is possible to improve subexpression contribution to fitness without resorting to selection on the unit of a subexpression. We propose to optimize a program prior to selection by changing the way its output is calculated, i.e. by optimizing the fitness contributions of its subexpressions. We decouple the subexpressions from their nesting in the program after we have saved their outputs during execution. We then linearly combine them by means of a multiple linear regression which regresses the target variable on the saved outputs from every fitness case. This method basically places optimal coefficients in front of each subexpression within a linear model in an attempt to improve the overall combination of subexpressions. It thus acts as a surrogate for direct selection on them.
Our contribution is primarily to change how a program's output is derived so that this new output provides a more reliable fitness signal (one amenable to evolutionary selection and variation) and, overall, so that the ability of GP to evolve highly fit programs improves. Specifically we propose two variants of MRGP and compare them, based upon testing performance, to multiple regression (MR) directly on the input variables and to a competent GP that uses multiobjective optimization based upon accuracy and complexity. In the post-run approach we simply use MRGP on the best solution of a run. We experiment with regressing 5 alternate sets of subexpressions. We find that, for a suite of 6 symbolic regression problems, at least one of these optimizations is always superior to our competent GP and MR. Given the low cost of trying all variants and the option to also apply them to other programs at the end of a run, MRGP appears to offer a viable post-run optimization. Its Success confirms the basic proposal that a program can be improved by targeting its subexpressions explicitly for tuning within a linear framework. It also sets up the question of whether inlining multiple regression of subexpressions, within GP's evolutionary cycle is helpful. Our experiments provide a positive response: inline MRGP is superior even to postrun MRGP and is cost-neutral vs competent GP. By costneutral, we mean that, if we fix the optimization time, inline MRGP is superior despite using fewer fitness evaluations.
We proceed as follows: We describe the general approach in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 we respectively describe the post-run variant and empirically examine its effectiveness. In Sections 5 and 6 we respectively describe the inline variant and empirically examine its effectiveness. We describe related work in Section 7 and then conclude and mention future work in Section 8.
THE MRGP APPROACH

Terminology
The objective in a regression task is to find a model that maps one or more input variables onto a single target variable (desired output). When solving such a task using GP-based symbolic regression, models are instantiated by programs (expression trees in case of tree-based GP), where program inputs (terminals, leaves) map to the input variables' values, and program output (the expression's value when the root node is executed) maps to the target variable's value.
Subexpression Multiple Linear Regression
MRGP differs from conventional GP primarily in eliminating direct comparison of the final program output against the target variable, y. Instead, we substitute a new calculation of a program's output which is based on the linear combination of subexpression behavior as regressed against the target variable. We assume that all subexpressions of a program can be tuned in linear combination with respect to the target output. We also expect the resulting regression model to be superior over program output because it disregards the nested order in which subexpressions are considered in program execution to arrive at the final program output. We compare the target variable y to the output of the regression model.
Given a dataset D (also known as a set of fitness cases) composed of m columns of input variables and n rows of example values and a target vector y with target values for each example, we proceed as follows:
1. We step by step execute the program (with the conventional inorder tree parse) and store the output of each subexpression after it is executed. For tree-based GP, this means pausing the program execution process at each tree node (including leaves and the root node) and storing the value calculated at that node. By doing this for each training example, we obtain an n × k matrix of subexpressions F , where k is the size of the GP tree and n is the number of exemplars of D.
2. We map the values of F onto the desired output y using multiple linear regression (MR), which produces an optimal linear combination that minimizes the prediction error ofŷ. Multiple regression determines the vector of coefficients β that minimizes the sum of squares of residuals e of mapping the k subexpressions (predictors) onto the desired output y:
where F is a n × (k + 1) matrix obtained from F by prepending it with an additional column of ones, so that the corresponding coefficient β1 implements the intercept of the linear model.
3.
To assess the quality of the regressed model, we compute its output asŷ = F β and compare it to the original targets of the dataset in a conventional way, i.e., as (y −ŷ) 
Enlisting Least Angle Regression
Major challenges with multiple regression can arise because the least squares approach fails if the matrix F is not of full rank. This may happen when the number of features k is large with respect to the number of exemplars n or if some of the columns of F are not linearly independent. The former circumstance will occur whenever a GP tree size exceeds the number of examples. Given GP tree size parameters and bloat, it should be anticipated. The former circumstance occurs when the outputs of different subexpressions are correlated. This correlation arises from one of the following scenarios:
• a subexpression appears multiple times in the GP tree.
• two or more subexpressions are syntactically different but semantically equivalent, i.e., present the exact same output. For instance, the subprograms X2 and exp lnX2 produce identical outputs,
• two subexpressions are linearly dependent, e.g., (x1 + x2) and (x1 + x2) * (x1 + x1)/x1.
To deal with these challenges, we employ the Least Angle Regression (LARS) algorithm presented by Efron et al. [4] . LARS is a stepwise process in which the variables are added one by one to the active set while the model's coefficients are continuously moved toward its least-square value until all the variables are included in the model. At the end of the process, the obtained model is the full least-squares fit. The steps involved in the LARS algorithm are listed below as presented in [6] :
1. Standardize the predictors to have zero mean and unit norm. Set the initial coefficients to 0,β1,β2, ...,βp = 0. The error or residual is then r = y −ŷ = y.
2. Initialize the active set with the variable xi that is most correlated with r (equivalent in this first iteration to the target vector y).
3. Moveβi from 0 towards its least-squares coefficient〈xi, r〉, until another variable xj is as correlated with the current residual as xi. Add xj to the active set.
4. Moveβi andβj in the direction defined by their joint least squares coefficient of the current residual on (xi, xj), until some other competitor x l has as much correlation with the current residual. Add x l to the active set.
5. Repeat step 4 until all k predictors have been added to the active set.
The LARS algorithm is efficient since it takes k steps to get to the full least squares estimates and can be adapted [2] to solve the family of regression problems written as follows:
where β is the vector of regression coefficients. We set λ1 = 0 and λ2 = 0 so the solution is unregularized and we ensure the active set includes all input variables. Without loss of generality we refer to this as multiple regression (MR).
POST-RUN REGRESSION OF PROGRAMS EVOLVED BY COMPETENT GP
The post-run multiple regression strategy consists of applying MR to programs evolved by a competent implementation of GP. Our goal is to determine whether GP programs, when 'behaviorally re-interpreted' in various ways by MR, have better fitness than when interpreted in the conventional way. Note that, in this case, GP does not receive any feedback from the outcomes of MR, i.e., the evolutionary process is not driven by MRGP (contrary to the approach studied in Section 5). We propose 5 strategies of the post-run variant (see Figure 2 ): (a) Root: root node only (in which case the MR problem collapses to the simple univariate regression problem).
(b) Root and leaves: the leaves of the GP tree and the outputs of the root node are included in F .
(c) Subexpressions: the outputs of all the nodes of the tree (including the root node and leaves) are in F .
(d) Root and variables: matrix F contains outputs of the root and all the explanatory variables of the problem.
(e) Subexpressions and variables: F contains the outputs of all subexpressions and all the explanatory variables.
Note that in strategies (d-e) the explanatory variables are added to the matrix F even if they do not appear in the program tree. This is justified for high-dimensional problems, where GP trees would need to be very large to reference all the variables of a problem.
POST-RUN MRGP EVALUATION
We now compare the performance of the post-run multiple regression to a competent GP and multiple regression solely on the problem's explanatory variables. Table 1 summarizes the five symbolic regression problems used in this study. We chose problems of various sizes (number of explanatory variables and training set size) and characteristics. Energy problems (datasets ENH and ENC) come from simulation experiments while the NOX emissions dataset is a collection of real power plant data. For the Wine Quality Datasets, both red and white, the input variables are physical measurements, but the dependent variable is the median score of human 'sensory assessors', expressed on a scale from 0 (very bad) to 10 (excellent). In the case of the NOX dataset, the train/test split was fixed beforehand. To obtain the training and test sets of the remaining datasets, we performed random 0.66/0.33 splits.
Evaluation Problems
To provide comparability of results across the benchmarks, their target variables are normalized to the interval [0, 1].
Competent GP
We compare MRGP and MR to our "competent" GP system. It performs multi-objective optimization based on NonDominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [3] working with two minimized objectives: model error and model complexity. In the experiment reported in this section, the former is simply the error of the (normalized) program output with respect to target (calculated using L2 metric), while the latter is the Subtree Complexity measure introduced in [18] .
We run 10 replicas of each experiment. Therefore, a total of 50 GP runs (5 datasets × 10 replicas) are performed to analyze the suitability of the different post-run multiple regression strategies. In each run, we select the solution presenting the lowest error and apply the five different post-run linear regression strategies introduced in Section 3 and depicted in Fig. 2 , namely Root, Root and Leaves, Subexpressions, Root and variables, Subexpressions and variables. Table 2 presents the settings of the essential evolutionary parameters, most of which remain constant throughout the rest of this paper (unless otherwise stated). We execute each GP replica for 15 minutes, computing however many generations fit into this deadline.
Regression process
The data derived from GP subexpressions, before undergoing regression by the LARS algorithm (Section 2.3), requires the following preprocessing. First, if a given subexpression's output list contains not-a-number (NaN) values (resulting from, e.g., numerical over-or underflow), they are replaced by median value of that output list. If a subexpression's outputs are exclusively NaN values, it is discarded altogether as an input variable to the multiple regression (equivalently as a column of F ). Subexpressions with constant outputs are also removed.
Once the regression model is induced, we adopt the following policy when applying it to data (either training or testing): if the model's prediction is beyond the interval [−0.5, 1.5] (i.e., 0.5 below or above the assumed [0, 1] range of target variable), it is clamped/trimmed to that value. This avoids contaminating the results with outlier predic- Table 2 : Parameters settings of our competent GP.
tions from degenerate models which may happen to be induced from, e.g., very small GP trees, or GP trees producing many NaNs. For fairness of comparison, we adopt this interpretation policy for all considered methods, including MR and GP. Table 3 presents the mean square error (MSE) on the test set returned by the compared methods. The striking observation is that GP fails to outperform the baseline MR on all benchmarks, both on train set and test set. This indicates that evolutionary search was not effective enough at finding useful subexpressions and assembling them into expressions, at least within the selected computational budget.
Post-Run MRGP Results
More importantly however, almost all variants of post-run MRGP reduce the error rate when compared to standard GP and MR. Interestingly, the only exception is the 'root' case, where MRGP typically attains error in between that of MR and GP. Thus, we can expect that applying regression to the root node's outputs results in less error than when that output is directly compared to the target. However, this regression is not sufficient (at least for this benchmark suite) to outperform MR; that becomes possible only when more features, collected from various subexpressions, are used of predictors in a MR process.
The practical upshot is that providing the post-run regression process of end-of-run GP outcomes with additional predictors derived from program subexpressions is always worth trying. The extra computation incurred is marginal, while there may be significant gains in prediction accuracy. Moreover, as this experiment shows, the improvements on the training and testing set are usually correlated: if additional predictors lower the error on the training set, then it is very likely that they will do so also for the test set. Therefore, a recommended practice could be to first verify whether performing multiple regression on the subexpressions of the best-of-run GP program improves accuracy on the training set, and adopt it for the testing set if it does, otherwise falling back to the pure, non-augmented GP model. This result also prompts the question as to whether it would be advantageous to apply MRGP to each program during a GP run, i.e. inline with evolution. Hypothetically evolutionary pressure on fitness arising from considering a different output from a program might be favorable. Thus, we next propose inline MRGP.
GUIDING EVOLUTIONARY SEARCH US-ING INLINE MRGP
In the inline approach, we integrate multiple regression into fitness evaluation in the GP flow. This substantially changes the evolutionary dynamics: programs are not forced anymore to produce execution outputs that are useful since the signal used for the fitness of a given program is the output of the model regressed as a linear combination of its subexpressions.
In proceeding, we anticipate that evolutionarily selecting programs solely on the basis of multiple regression error may be ill-advised. In particular, programs of different sizes have different quantities of subexpressions and, in turn, lead to models of different sizes (vectorβ varies in length from program to program). Given more subexpressions (many of them potentially uncorrelated), regression is likely to regress a better fitting model with lower overall error. This may bias the search towards programs that yield more subexpressions, i.e. larger trees, and hence contribute to program bloat.
To combat the anticipated bloat, similarly to the postrun approach, we rely on two-objective selection based on NSGA-II algorithm. In this case, the first objective is the error of the regression model induced from the outputs collected from tree subexpressions, and the second objective is model complexity. However, it is far from obvious how to measure the complexity of the compound model that involves both symbolic GP execution and numeric MR transform. To address that, we consider four different complexity measures.
GP Tree complexity (TC). This measure is simply the number of subexpressions, which coincides with program tree size, a criterion often used in GP to prefer smaller programs and lessen program bloat.
Sum of t-statistics (Sum-t).
One may argue assessing model complexity by simply counting the number of subexpressions (or columns of F ) is too crude. First, k is discrete, so ties between programs are likely, particularly for small programs. Secondly, and more importantly, k is insensitive to the impact of specific subexpressions. One may expect that among the subexpressions within a program, the outputs of only some of them will serve as useful predictors for the target output. In an extreme case, regression may build a perfect model using a single subexpression and neglecting all the remaining ones. Thus, two equally sized program trees may give rise to models that involve different numbers of significant parameters.
Following this observation, we define our second complexity measure as:
where SE(βi) is the standard error of the sample coefficient βi.
term in Formula (1) is the t-statistic that reflects the significance ofβi. The greater its absolute value, the more it is likely that the corresponding predictor is a significant element of the model. Thus, c(β) penalizes the models that use large number of significant predictors. Note that the summation in Eq. (1) starts from i = 2, so models are not penalized for using intercepts. Includingβ1 in the complexity measure would promote MR models that use no intercept, and compensate for its absence by engaging other predictors.
Minimum Description Length (MDL).
In [16] , Stine, following the work by Elias [5] and Rissanen [13] , proposes a complexity measure of regression models that takes into account the significance of particular model parameters. Based on those findings, we define the complexity of a multiple regression model as the total description length of its parameters, i.e.,
where lu(x) is an idealized length of the universal code of number x [5, 13]:
lu(x) = 2 + log 2 |x| + 2 log 2 log 2 |x| where we set log 2 (x) ≡ 0 for |x| < 1. Derivation of this measure is beyond the scope of this paper; it is however worth noting that the t-statistic ofβi is also present in this metric, thus penalizing models with many significant predictors. Moreover, because lu(t) is concave, a model that involves a single variable is favored over a model that uses two variables that are 'half as significant', i.e., lu(t) < 2lu(
).
Saturated Minimum Description Length (SMDL).
This measure is an extension of MDL in which the encoding length for large t-statistics are saturated. The motivation is that models that use very useful predictors (high t) should not be excessively penalized. The Saturated Minimum Description Length is computed as follows:
where slu(x) = lu(x) |x| < 2.626 lu(2.626) otherwise where 2.626 is a critical value of t-statistics for significance level 0.01.
EXPERIMENT WITH INLINE MRGP
The experiment reported below has two primary goals: (i) to analyze whether inline MRGP attains better predictive accuracy than MR, conventional GP, and post-run MRGP, and (ii) to compare the suitability of different complexity measures to drive the inline MRGP process.
The inline MRGP implements a multi-objective approach based on NSGA-II. In this case, the targeted objectives are multiple regression error (see Section 2.2) and one of the complexity measures introduced in the previous section, namely TC, Sum-t, MDL, or SMDL. Therefore, we consider four different MRGP configurations: We compare these four configurations to MR, conventional GP, and to an additional method called Root Regression GP (RRGP). RRGP represents the simplest inline MRGP strategy and consists of regressing only the program's output onto the target variable. In this sense, it is the inline version of the 'root' variant of post-run GP (cf. Table 3 ). In contrast to GP's conventional approach where program output yp is directly compared to the target y, RRGP runs simple linear regression on yp (and intercept) and assume that the resulting predicted valuesŷ constitute the final output. This approach finds the best linear mapping between yp and y and is thus closely linked to using correlation coefficient to assess program quality, which has been used in the past [11, 15] . Note however that it is not equivalent to scaling of yp and y to the same interval, a technique often practiced in symbolic regression. Table 4 presents the settings of the essential evolutionary parameters of inline MRGP. MRGP presents a higher cost per fitness evaluation than conventional GP. As a result, given that we will execute with a fixed time budget, a lower number of generations will be executed. However, we anticipate that multiple regression provides a finer discrimination between subexpressions modifying the exploration/exploitation balance involved in GP search. To investigate how this balance impacts the inline MRGP process, we consider two population sizes, namely 100 and 1000.
In summary, a total of 400 MRGP runs (4 configs × 5 datasets × 10 replicas × 2 population sizes) were performed to investigate the search dynamics involved in MRGP. We assume that the final outcome of an evolutionary run is the lowest-error model found in the last generation of a run. Table 5 compares the mean absolute deviation (MAD) error on the test set, for the models evolved using the above variants of MRGP. We present there also the MAD of conventional linear regression applied to the original features (MR) and standard GP (GP).
The results
The hybrid methods quite consistently outperform MR, and often do so by a large margin. This is not surprising, given the rich repertoire of nonlinear transformations available to GP which MR, being a linear technique, cannot model. The relative size of the gap between the evolutionary techniques and MR is problem dependent: it is rather small for the test sets of WIR and WIW, substantial for NOX, and Table 4 : Parameters settings of the inline MRGP strategy.
dramatic for ENC and ENH. As expected, some problems may require more sophisticated models, while others not. Concerning the different MRGP variants with a population size of 1000, TC, SumT and MDL outperform MR and GP on four out of five benchmarks, while on WIR they are worse. On the other hand, MRGP-SMDL presents a significantly higher average error for the ENC and ENH problems. Moreover, this last approach has also great variance between runs.
Similar remarks apply to the runs performed with a population size of 100 individuals. In fact, no significant differences can be noticed with respect to the setup considering a larger population. The TC, SumT, and MDL variants still outperform MR and GP, while SMDL fails to provide satisfactory results for the ENC and ENH problems. MRGP thus shows to be robust since its results seem insensitive to population size.
Overall, there is no clear winner among the MRGP variants. However, MGRP-SumT seems most reliable. It often produces the smallest or the close-to-smallest error, and for many benchmarks its error varies the least across evolutionary runs (see the confidence intervals shown in smaller font). Also, for the challenging WIR benchmark, where all GP-based methods (except RRGP) behave badly, MGRPSumT is worse than MR only by ∼10% for population size 1000 and even by a smaller margin for population size 100. On the other hand, on ENC it halves the test-set error of MR, and on ENH it yields a test-set error four times smaller than MR. Apparently, the fine-grained model complexity assessment implemented by this method proves effective as a second objective of the search. Nevertheless, MRGP-TC also often attains quite good results, despite its discrete nature (Section 5). The possible reason for this is computational overhead: calculating program size (MRGP-TC) is much faster than computing t-statistics (MRGP-SumT), so the former method has the chance to evaluate more individuals and execute more generations.
Except for the WIR benchmark, MRGP variants are almost always better than RRGP. This corroborates the rationale for intra-execution behavioral evaluation: the regression process provided with insight into internal program behavior (MRGP), rather than only into program output (RRGP), has the chance to build better predicting models and thus helps guide the evolutionary search process more efficiently.
The general observation resulting from this experiment follows from comparison of the results of post-run analysis (Table 3) with the inline approach (Tables 5). With a few exceptions, the inline approach provides lower regression error. Given that the same execution time budget was available to all methods, we may conclude that using partial program outcomes for fitness evaluation is most often beneficial. Postponing the usage of partial outcomes till the end of evolutionary runs (as the post-run approach does) still brings some improvements compared to conventional approaches (Table 3) , but not as substantial as for the inline approach. Apparently the redefined selection pressure is capable of guiding the evolutionary search toward better performing candidate solutions, despite making fewer fitness evaluations due to computational overhead introduced by multiple regression. In fact, for a fixed time budget, MRGP yields better results than conventional GP, even if less generations are executed or a reduced population is considered. 
RELATED WORK
In the past literature, there were relatively many attempts to hybridize linear regression with GP. An early example is STROGANOFF by Iba et al. [7] , where multiple regression was used to tune the internal parameters of GP programs (the weights of inputs of particular program instructions). However, program fitness was defined in a conventional way, no attempt was made to map the behavior of entire program onto target, and model complexity was not considered there.
McKay et al. [12] used continuum regression (a generalization of multiple regression, principal component regression, and partial least squares) in combination with GP to build nonlinear models. The regression algorithm iterates over latent variables, and for each of them invokes an independent GP run aimed at matching that variable (this may be likened to, e.g., cascade correlation learning algorithms developed for neural networks).
Keijzer proposed to use univariate (simple) symbolic regression to map program output onto the desired output, in every act of fitness evaluation independently. Apart from demonstrating the usefulness of this approach in practice [9] , Keijzer provided also theoretical evidence that evaluating GP individuals in this manner leads to programs that are on average better than programs evolved using conventional GP [10] . Similarly to McKay et al.'s work, only the program output is used as a predictor variable in regression. This method is equivalent to RRGP considered in Section 6.
The approach proposed by Sobester et al. in [14] is similar to [9] in also using regression within fitness evaluation. In particular, GP was used there to evolve 'intervening variables' for linear regression. Interestingly, for multivariate problems a basis function was evolved for every dimension independently, by means of cooperative coevolution. However, only final program outcomes were taken into account. Also, model complexity was not considered.
By linearly combining program components, MRGP becomes distantly related to approaches that optimize constants in programs. One of the earliest examples is here the work by Jiang and Wright [8] , who used the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm for this purpose. The same algorithm is used for that purpose in a purely deterministic search method proposed in [19] . However, such algorithms implicitly assume that the structural form of a GP program being tuned is correct, and that its performance can be improved by adjusting the constants. MRGP, as argued in Introduction, is based on fundamentally different premises, viz. that the arrangement of program components can be inappropriate, and thus deteriorate program fitness, and that the hidden yet valuable program components can be detected by a MR analysis.
In the context of past studies, MRGP remains novel in (i) exploiting multiple features generated by program subexpressions, (ii) taking into account model complexity, and (iii) using state-of-the-art stage-wise least-angle regression to avoid rank deficiency problem harassing conventional multiple regression.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced Multiple Regression Genetic Programming, a new means of executing a genetic program that provides a practical and cost-neutral improvement to GP. MRGP hybridizes GP with multiple regression by decoupling program's subexpressions and linearly combining them via regressing their outputs on the target variable. The use of Least Angle Regression, a stepwise linear regression algorithm, was important for the success of the approach, since it deals with the ways using GP subexpression outputs in this manner could trip up regression.
When applied in a post-run fashion, MRGP always improves the output of the programs obtained with a competent GP system and, as a consequence, often outperforms MR. In this mode, multiple regression only needs to be applied once, to the best-of-run individual. We consider these to be strong arguments to systematically employ MRGP after every GP run.
MRGP turns out to be even more beneficial when performed inline, i.e., when the feedback provided by the multiple regression process drives the evolutionary process. In this case, the search algorithm is provided with more robust and more reliable information on the value of individual's genetic code, which captures a complete decomposition of the program's behavior, rather than only its output. Compared to post-run MRGP, it introduces a higher cost for each fitness evaluation but when evaluated on an equal execution duration it yields substantial improvement of predictive accuracy. In this sense, both these usage scenarios (post-run and inline) complement each other.
We have analyzed the impact of considering different complexity measures corresponding both the complexity of genetic programs and that of the retrieved linear models. In-line MRGP has shown to be robust to this parameter, outperforming MR, GP, and post-run MRGP.
As a future work, we plan to extend the post-run MRGP approach so that the final linear model combines features retrieved from multiple models. With this approach, we expect to obtain a wider variety of features, many of them possibly uncorrelated, and increase the accuracy of the final regressed linear model. Apart from that, we would like to consider use of regularized linear regression, which would automatically promote simpler linear models and thus possibly impose qualitatively different selection pressure on the population of evolving programs.
